
Triangle Y Soccer Club

United

Home of the Two-Time Defending TYSC Champion Holly Springs
United!

Welcome to the Web home of the TYSC Holly Springs United! Here you'll find all things United, including team history,
pictures, stats, videos and more as well as current schedule and practice information. Play hard. Have fun. Go United!

United unbeaten in FVAA Tournament

United won one game and tied two games in the FVAA end-of-season tournament and pushed its unbeaten streak to nine
games.  Due to the impending transition from TYSC the article information wil lbe posted on Soccer In College and Inside
Holly Springs while a new Web page is created.

United downs Thunderbolts to notch fifth-straight victory

CARY - United and the Thunderbolts played the second leg of the CASL-TYSC friendly series Tuesday night at Thomas Brooks
Park in Cary and used a pair of set plays to record the series' only victory.

The teams were evenly matched and, in the first half, there was end-to-end action.  Matt DeBella drove downfield and had his
shot deflected by the Thunderbolt keeper.  On the ensuing corner kick,  Ethan Sheflin passed the ball to Colin Attarian, who
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put the ball on net and had it ricochet into the net.  Later Ben Kirby also had a shot that was deflected out of bounds,
resulting in a second United corner kick. This time Nico Gutierrez crossed the ball to Martin Benitez for the 2-0 lead.

While the United o ense was successful on corner kicks, it was the team's defense that was busy all night.  Ty Tabb made
several big saves in the first half, while Wrenn Pallas and Travis Knick made many clears.  United took the 2-0 lead into
halftime.

The Thunderbolts have been a strong second half  team all season and Tuesday night was no exception as the play was
mostly in the United defensive zone during the second half. Sheflin and Patrick Ho man took over for Tabb in goal and both
made several saves. Sam Weaver anchored the defense, and with  the help of halfbacks Pallas, Attarian, Gutierrez and Benitez,
United was able to hold o  the Thunderbolt attack.

The CASL-TYSC friendly series consisted of round robin matches between the Rampage and United of TYSC and Satellites and
Thunderbolts from the Capital Area Soccer League.  All three previous games ended in 2-2 ties.  United moves to 6-3-1 on
the season (5-2 TYSC) and faces the FVAA Novas early Saturday morning to start  the end-of-season tournament.

End-of-Season Tournament Schedule Announced

United will play in bracket "B" and will face three teams Saturday.  The winners of brackets A and B will play for the
championship on Sunday.

Bracket A
1. Rampage
2.  Galaxy
3. Revoltuion

 

 

Bracket B
1. Novas
2.  United
3.  Stars
4.  Comets

Saturday:
8:30AM:  Novas vs. United; Comets vs. Stars
9:20AM:  Galaxy vs. Revolution
10AM:  United vs. Stars
11AM:  Rampage vs. Galaxy
11:30:  Novas vs. Comets
1PM:  Novas vs. Stars; United vs. Comets
3:50:  Rampage vs. Revolution
 

Sunday

1:30PM  Winner group A vs. Winner group B

Sharp Second Half Passing Propels United in TYSC Finale
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<-- Ethan Sheflin and United were focused in the second half as the team used strong passing to keep the Revolution o  of
the scoreboard.

United played only its second game of the season at the Kraft YMCA Saturday when it downed the fellow TYSC team
Revolution 1-0.  United, playing without Ben Kirby and Zach Gault, put pressure on the Revolution for most of the game, led
by strong play from forwards Aaron Winstead, Travis Knick and Martin Benitez.  Ethan Sheflin, Colin Attarian and Nico
Gutierrez manned the midfield while Sam Weaver and Wrenn Pallas controlled defense.  Patrick Ho man and Ty Tabb were in
net.

In the second half United opened up the passing and took control of the game.  The crisp passing led to many chances,
including two by Winstead, one by Tabb and one each by Sheflin and DeBella that sailed high.  Later, DeBella fed Tabb, who
converted to beat the Revolution goalie, and United took a 1-0 lead.  The Revolution almost answered when former United
player Lawton Bullock launched a rifle shot that hit against the crossbar and was cleared by Benitez. 

United has been on an impressive and, given the amount of injuries that the team has sustained, somewhat improbable run. 
After losing the first three games United has run o  five straight victories and, since halftime of the Satellite game in late
March, United has only surrendered one goal (a penalty kick versus the FVAA Stars) during the run.  United moves to 5-3-1
(5-2 TYSC) and concludes the regular season when the team travels to Cary to play the CASL Thunderbolts in the second leg
of the TYSC-CASL Friendly series Tuesday night.

Nico Gutierrez and United spent the second -->
half moving the ball well in front of the Revolution goal.  United won its fifth straight game Saturday at the YMCA.

4/25/09 United vs. Revolution (24 images)
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Only United's second game all season at Kraft.

Wrangler Brackets Announced!

The Wrangler/McDonald's Classic has announced the accepted teams for the 2009 tournament.  United will be playing in a
combined U11/U12 division and will compete in a six-team bracket.  Here are the teams:

Rapids (Greensboro, Greensboro Youth Soccer Association)
Third Creek Crawdads (Iredell County, Iredell County Recreation Department)
Storm (Indian Trail, Indian Trail Athletic Department)
KSA Black (Kernersville, Kernersville Soccer Association)
Southern Storm (Virginia Youth Soccer Association)
United (us)

Of the teams, United has played the Rapids (L, 5-2) and KSA (L, 5-2).  United is 0-1 against ITAA, losing to the then State
Champion Bulldogs two years ago.  United has been in tournaments with the Crawdads but has never faced them, and the
team has not faced a team from Virginia.

Schedule dates/times will be announced closer to Memorial Day.

United gets victory by virtue of a forfeit

United moved to 4-3-1 on the season when the opponent, the FVAA Comets, did not make the trip to the Kraft Center. 
Forfeits are recorded as a 1-0 victory for the non-forfeitting team.

This was the first time in United's six years that the team has been involved in a forfeit.

United Shoots Down Stars in Fuquay

<-- Sam Weaver stopped several breakaways against the Stars Saturday afternoon.  United improves to 2-0 lifetime against
the FVAA squad.

FUQUAY-VARINA - United played a team game to down the strong FVAA Staris 2-1 Saturday at Fleming Loop.

Early on United and the Stars both pushed the attack, but it was United, behind strong play from Matt DeBella, Sam Weaver
and Ben Kirby that managed to strike first, peppering the Star goal that ultimately resulted in a penalty kick.  Travis Knick
converted on the kick and United moved ahead 1-0.

Defensively, United proved strong.  Wrenn Pallas led the defense in front of goalie Ty Tabb, and Patrick Ho man, Ethan
Sheflin, Nico Gutierrez and Colin Attarian lent support. 

The second half produced many Star scoring opportunities but United played just strong enough to hold the Stars o .  Weaver
played a great halfback, and stopped several one-on-one breakaways.  On o ense, Tabb fed Aaron Winstead for his first goal
as a United player.  Later, a defensive lapse resulted in a Star penalty kick that goalie Ho man got his hands on, but it still
managed to get in net.  United held on to win, 2-1.

The victory moves United back to 3-3-1 (3-2 TYSC), even for the first time this season.  The team returns to the Kraft Center
for the first time since February Sunday afternoon.
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It was a good day and a bad day for United Saturday afternoon.  Aaron Winstead scored his first goal as a United player when
he took a Ty Tabb pass and converted what would be the game winner.  United took a hit, though, when it was announced
that Zach Gault broke a bone in his foot and will be out for four to six weeks.  Gault, United's all-time leading scorer (62
goals), may be back in time for the Wrangler/McDonald's Classic in Greensboro.

United vs. FVAA Stars (19 images)

Aaron's first goal... United's back at 500!

POTENTIAL MAJOR SCHEDULE CHANGE

A second MAJOR potential schedule change is forthcoming for the weekend of May 2. The FVAA/TYSC End-of-Season
tournament is tentatively scheduled for that weekend. If this tournament occurs, the United-Rampage season finale will be
moved to the weekend of May 9. Click on the link for the latest schedule.

United Downs Thunder in first trip to McGee's Crossroads

<-- Looking sharp.  Wrenn Pallas hurdles a McGee's Thunder player on his way to scoring a goal.

MCGEE'S CROSSROADS - United used scoring from four di erent players, including a hat trick from Nico Gutierrez, to defeat
the McGee's Crossroads Thunder 7-0 Saturday at McGee's Middle School.

United struck early as Aaron Winstead passed to Ty Tabb to put the team up 1-0.  Later, Wrenn Pallas made a run and scored
to put United up by two.  Tabb scored again, this time o  of a pass from Sam Weaver.  Zach Gault passed to Nico Gutierrez
for his first of three goals on the afternoon and United went into the half up 4-0.

The second half produced more o ense for United. Gutierrez scored again, this time o  of a Colin Attarian pass.  Gault scored
when he took a Weaver cross and put it in the back of the net.  Gutierrez finished the scoring when he converted on a Ben
Kirby pass.  Travis Knick sent several shots in on net.
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United used four goalies:  Patrick Ho man, Ethan Sheflin, Weaver and Tabb, to keep McGee's out of the net. 

United improves to 2-3-1 and heads back to Fuquay after the Easter break.

United vs. McGee's Thunder (45 images)

United's first trip to McGee's Crossroads. Brand new uniforms at halftime!

WOW! What a Game! United Rallies to Tie Satellites in CASL Friendly
Series

After a collision that resulted in both --> players ending up on the ground, Martin Benitez participates in a dropped ball
restart against the Satellites Monday night.  Benitez and United rallied from two down to tie the Satellites 2-2.

MORRISVILLE - Like many of its games this season, United found itself with an uphill climb Monday night, trailing 2-0 for the
third time at halftime in four games.  But this wasn't an ordinary game.  United was trailing to the CASL powerhouse Satellites,
a team that was unbeaten in its last 20 outdoor games, on their field, without its two goalies.  The last 30 minutes of the
game was by far the most exciting soccer of the season.  United showed heart and did not quit, and climbed back in the
game.

The Satellite defense was fast and complete, but United forwards Aaron WInstead, Matt DeBella, Travis Knick and Ben Kirby
kept working by sending in shots on the Satellite keeper.  Ten minutes into the half, Martin Benitez fed Ty Tabb, who broke
free and scored to cut the Satellite lead in half. 

Later in the half, Nico Gutierrez was driving but was fouled about twenty yards away from the goal.  United ran a set play that
ended up with Zach Gault drilling the ball in the back of the net to tie the game. 

The last 10 minutes produced end-to-end action.  United's speed was matched by the speed of the Satellite defense.  Both
teams had a chance to win the game outright in the last minute of the match, as a Satellite forward launched a shot from
inside the goal box.  United's Ethan Sheflin, playing in goal, fully extended to dive to make the deflection, and then grabbed
the rebound before the Satellites forwards could get to it.  Sheflin punted up field to Wrenn Pallas, who started a run around
midfield and launched a shot that just missed the upper-left crossbar.

"That was so much fun," said Colin Attarian.  "They were really hard, but I had a lot of fun."

The game was part of a four team friendly between the CASL Satellites and Thunderbolts, United and the Rampage.  While
United was playing the Satellites, the Rampage and Thunderbolts tied 2-2 at the YMCA.

United (1-3-1; 1-2 TYSC) travels to McGee's Crossroads for a match with the McGee's Thunder Saturday.  The Satellites
(2-0-1) next face the Thunderbolts.
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United vs. Satellites (38 images)

A matchup of two of the area's best rec teams. United traveled to Morrisville to face CASL's Satellites in the first leg of the
TYSC-CASL Friendly series.

United falls to Novas at Fleming Loop

<-- Ben Kirby made several runs deep into Nova terratory, but no United player could get the ball past the Nova keeper.

FUQUAY-VARINA - United fell to the Fuquay-Varina Novas 3-0 Saturday at a wet Fleming Loop in Fuquay-Varina.

The teams were evenly matched, but the Novas seemed to get the bounces.  Early in the match Ty Tabb, playing in his first
match for United this season, and Travis Knick were controlling the o ense.  Both had several attempts, including two from
Knick within a three-minute span, but none could beat the keeper.  That was the story of the day, as the Nova keeper made
save after save to keep the Reds o  of the score sheet.

Midway through the half United goalie Sam Weaver made a save, butthe rebound got by him and the United defense, and the
Novas were up, 1-0.

United continued to push and had many scoring chances.  Ben Kirby made several runs all of the way to the Nova goal line,
and had support from Matt DeBella, Martin Benitez and Wrenn Pallas.  Colin Attarian returned for his first game in three weeks
and also made runs, but none of them could beat the Nova goalie.  Later, the referee awarded a controversal penalty kick to
the Novas, and they converted to go up 2-0 into halftime.

United played stronger in the second half, but couldn't convert.  Zach Gault, Aaron Winstead and Nico Gutierrez all had
chances.  Weaver came out of goal and had attempts.  Ethan Sheflin also sent several in on net, but none got past the Nova
goalie.

The victory was the first ever for the Novas over United.  Last season United held them scoreless in two meetings.  United
drops to 1-3 (1-2 TYSC) and travels to Morrisville to face the CASL Cary Satellites, who  defeated the CASL Explosion 4-2 over
the weekend, on Monday night. The two teams have met once before, a 7-4 United win indoors in January.
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United vs. the Novas (34 images)

The Novas down United 3-0 on 3/28/2009.

Schedule Update!

The March 14 rain-outs will be made up! United will play the FVAA Comets at 2:30PM Sunday, April 19. If you had drinks
scheduled for the 14th it's also been moved. Click on the link for the complete schedule.

Finally! United breaks out of slump with a win in Fuquay

< -- United's newest members both had an impact on Saturday against the Galaxy.  Martin Benitez sent several shots toward
the Galaxy net and anchored halfback while Aaron Winstead (right - with Travis Knick) had an assist.

United has had a tough go in 2009, dropping 10 of 11 games this year.  Apparently all that was needed was a quick team
meeting to talk about formations before Saturday's game against the strong FVAA Galaxy team to turn things around.

United came out in a 3-3-1 formation, the same formation that was used last year, and totally controlled the game from the
opening kicko . 

Sam Weaver opened the scoring when he took a Nico Gutierrez pass and deflected it past the Galaxy keeper.  United followed
Weaver's goal when Ben Kirby drilled home an Ethan Sheflin pass.  Sheflin scored the third goal unassisted o  of a scramble in
front of the Galaxy goal.

The second half brought more of the same.  Wrenn Pallas struck when Sheflin sent a cross into the box. Matt DeBella scored
after several United players had an attempt, but Aaron Winstead sent a pass back toward a wide-open and waiting DeBella. 
Zach Gault ended the scoring when he took a Gutierrez pass and converted.  It was the most complete United game of the
season, which also saw strong goaltending by Patrick Ho man and Weaver, and an o ensive attack that had shots just miss
by Martin Benitez and Travis Knick. 

The game was United's second in less than 12 hours, as the team played the Sanford Falcons Friday night.  United is still not
at full strength.  Colin Attarian hopes to return as United (1-2; 1-1 TYSC) returns to Fuquay-Varina next Saturday.

Depleted United falls in Sanford

SANFORD - United travelled to Sanford Friday night to face the Sanford Falcons under the lights at the Sanford Fairgrounds.

The Falcons, unbeaten in 2009, struck first, scoring six minutes into the first half.  United came back, as Nico Gutierrez
passed to Wrenn Pallas for the equalizer.  But the Falcons struck three more times unanswered in the first half, and took the
4-1 lead into halftime.

United was down four players for the trip, and with one substitute, tired toward the midpoint of the second half.  Sam Weaver
made several saves in goal, while Zach Gault, Ethan Sheflin and Martin Benitez paced the defense.  Matt DeBella and Travis
Kick helped anchor the midfield while Aaron Winstead ran at forward.  Patrick Ho man and Ben Kirby were not available while
Colin Attarian has been in the hospital due to complications of the stomach flu.  Even though Attarian didn't make the trip to
Sanford, he did dress for the game.

United started to come back to life as the lights came on over the fairgrounds.  Weaver and Sheflin switched places.  Sheflin
sent several punts deep into the Falcon zone and Weaver, Winstead, Gutierrez and Gault ran them down.  One of the runs
resulted in Gutierrez getting tripped in the box.  Gutierrez scored on the penalty kick. 

"Goalie was fun," said Sheflin.  "I liked blocking the shots and punting the ball."

United drops to 0-2, 0-1 TYSC, and faces a strong Fuquay-Varina Galaxy team Saturday morning.
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Remember the Elite?

< -- Matt DeBella battles with a member of the Sanford Elite for the ball in the SASL Burn Championship. United played two
great games against the Elite in November, defeating them 3-0 but falling 2-1 in the championship game the following day. 
United travels to Sanford for its long-awaited rematch Friday night.

UNITED TO PLAY CASL ATTACK AT 4PM AT NET SPORTS

United will conclude the indoor season Saturday at 4PM against the CASL Attack at Net Sports.  The outdoor game has been
cancelled.  Pictures will be rescheduled at a later date.

POTENTIAL MAJOR SCHEDULE CHANGES FOR THIS WEEKEND

Parents,

With the impending bad weather, we've rescheduled the game for Friday night, March 13, in Sanford, to March 20, same time
and place.  So the game this Friday has been cancelled.

As for Saturday, as of now we are scheduled to play outside vs. the Comets, 3PM with pictures at 2:30, at the Kraft YMCA.

**If we are rained out, and we will know by 9AM Saturday the latest, we will conclude our indoor season at 4 vs. the CASL
Attack at Net Sports!**

Please check your email Saturday morning.  I'll also post information on our Web site.

Please let me know if you have any questions!

BJ

Rampage take Challenge Cup; Win round one versus United

The Rampage spent the Fall, 2008 season by routinely beating opponents by 10 or more goals. They were strong enough to
move from U10 to U12, and for their first game at U12, they defeated United 3-1 Saturday at the Kraft Center.

The Rampage scored less than 10 seconds into the game when rookie Hazam Jarrad dribbled through a flat United defense on
the opening kick to score.  United settled down, thanks in part to play from new players Aaron Winstead, Martin Benitez and
Wrenn Pallas, and a veteran defense of Ethan Sheflin, Zach Gault, Nico Gutierrez and Colin Attarian.  The Rampage kept
attacking but Sam Weaver turned all other chances away until the final minutes of the first half, when Rampage forward James
Mortin broke free and scored to put the Rampage on top 2-0 at halftime.

The second half produced an evenly matched game and both teams had several chances to score.  Travis Knick, Ben Kirby and
Matt DeBella worked the ball well for United, and, midway through the second half DeBella got the ball to Sheflin and United
cut the lead in half. 

The Rampage had a chance to go up by two again when a foul was called against Mortin inside the United penalty box. 
United goalie Patrick Ho man made the save on the penalty kick to keep the score 2-1.

Late in the half, United pressed on o ense and that sprung Jarrad again, and his second goal put the game out of reach.
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The Rampage capture the Challenge Cup and bring the all-time series with United closer.  United owns a 4-2-1 all-time
against the Rampage.  Both teams travel to Sanford for a night game this Friday.

 

Time for the Spring Season!

The spring season begins today and starts with a bang as United faces the Rampage at 3:30 PM at the Kraft YMCA.  Click on
the picture for the complete schedule.

United Calendar
Thu 5/7 Fri 5/8 Sat 5/9 Sun 5/10 Mon 5/11

no events no events no events no events no events

View All | RSS | iCal

BJ & Celeste Attarian

Coaches

Phone: 919 552 5762

Click to Email BJ & Celeste

April Ho man

Coach

Phone: 919 605 6450

Carlos Gutierrez

Coach

Phone: 771 5045

Click to Email Carlos

Around the League...
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FVAA Presidential Classic Tournament

02/08/09, By pfc
Several TYSC Challenge teams participated in the FVAA Presidental Classic Tournament in Raleigh this past weekend.
Read More...

TYSC Coaches' Participate in Soccer Tournament

01/20/09, By pfc

Read More...

Gremio, Rampage and United to Raise Money for the American Cancer Society

01/08/09, By TYSC
The three teams will participate in the Mary Myers Memorial in Cary this weekend.
Read More...

View All | RSS

Thanks to New York Pizza on Holly Springs Road!

The Original New York Pizza has sponsored United's uniforms. Click on the link to go to the Web page!

Upcomming United Events
Thu 5/7 Fri 5/8 Sat 5/9 Sun 5/10 Mon 5/11

no events no events no events no events no events

View All | RSS | iCal
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